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Oral Proficiency Rubric
Communication Text Vocabulary Accuracy Structural Accuracy Self-Correction

20
Message successfully and 
accurately communicated 

with elaboration 

Message carried in series of 
complete sentences when 
appropriate with compound 

or complex sentences 
evident

Broad vocabulary; extensive 
and effective use of studied 

words, including some beyond 
the expected scope of the 

relevant material

No significant errors; 
demonstrates control of 

grammatical structures studied 
and includes at least one 

advanced structural instance

19 Message successfully and 
accurately communicated

Message carried in series of 
complete sentences when 

appropriate

Broad vocabulary; extensive 
and effective use of studied 

words

No significant errors; 
demonstrates control of 

grammatical structures studied

17
Message carried mostly by 
complete sentences when 

appropriate

Generally accurate with some 
errors; adequate use of studied 

words

Generally accurate; few 
significant errors in areas 

studied.

15
Message carried primarily 
by short phrases or single 

words

Errors in vocabulary interfere 
with communication

Several significant errors in 
areas studied.

13 Message carried only by 
single words

Inadequate, repetitive or 
incorrect vocabulary

Constant patterns of error in 
areas studied

0 No show, no speech, no 
effort

No show, no speech, no 
effort No show, no speech, no effort No show, no speech, no 

effort

�1

    
   

    

    
   

    

Some self correction, but 
largely unsuccessful OR 
moderate errors w/o self 

correction

Self correction rare and/or 
unsuccessful OR 

significant errors w/o self 
correction

    
   

   

    
   

   

Most self correction is 
successful OR very 
few minor errors w/o 

self correction

   

  
 

  
  

Message almost entirely 
communicated; some 
pronunciation errors

Message communicated with 
great difficulty; missing much 

significant required info

Message generally

comprehensible;


pronunciation errors may 
impede understanding;

missing some significant 

required info

No show, no speech, no effort

Some self correction, if 
evident, is successful

OR few significant 
errors overall

Self correction increases 
comprehensibility OR 
flawless presentation
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